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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Heavy dark clouds crowded the Boulder Peaks and snow blew horizontally
across the road as I passed the SNRA headquarters and “Frostbite Flats.” My
foot lightened on the gas pedal and I considered turning around – another
cup of coffee, away from the wind, was tempting. I could ski tomorrow. But I
kept driving, and as I drove past Baker Creek, then Billy’s Bridge, then Prairie
Creek, I saw dozens of other people getting out on the trails, and it pushed
me to get out, too.
Among the many wonderful things we enjoy, and at times take for granted
living in the Wood River Valley, is the ease of access to the outdoors and
the natural world. This past year, more and more people are finding ways to
connect with nature. The Blaine County Recreation District helps make this
happen. This winter, the Nordic and snowshoe trail network provides a great
way for people from all walks of life to access the outdoors to rejuvenate the
mind, body, and spirit.
Regardless of the weather conditions, being outside is one of the purist ways
to find joy. I witness this every time I’m out on the BCRD trails from Galena to
Quigley, when I see young children running around in giant snowsuits and
laughing out loud, or hard core Nordic skiers training for elite competitions, or
middle-aged-and-somewhat-out-of-shape men such as myself pushing our
own limits. It makes me want to try harder and be better, on and off the trails.

TRAIL: RIP & TEAR

As we get outdoors this winter to enjoy the world around us remember – be
kind to others, be patient with those who are new to the sport or are not on
the same program as you, and when parking lots are full, be flexible with your
plans and consider taking the bus. Thank you all for joining BCRD to celebrate
the trails. There’s lots of terrain and fresh mountain air for all of us. We can all
help each other go a little further this year.
							
Mark Davidson

WINTER AT GALENA LODGE

Lodge concessionaires Erin Zell and Don Shepler ask that guests
wear masks indoors (except when eating), maintain 6 feet of
social distance, and not share tables with other groups.
Buy trail passes, rent skis and snowshoes, and book lessons on
Galena Lodge’s redesigned website at galenalodge.com.
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Community-owned Galena Lodge is open for the season!
Enjoy covered outdoor seating, firepits, and Pearl’s—a food
truck serving bites to go—right in the middle of Galena’s 50-plus
kilometers of groomed trails. The Lodge restaurant is also open,
with a seasonal menu of hearty dishes and tasty drinks.

SKI FREE DAY
BCRD welcomes the community
to enjoy free Nordic skiing and
snowshoeing on all BCRD winter
trails on:

More Ski Free Days:
February 20, 2021
March 24, 2021

TAKE THE BUS
Mountain Rides is offering its Ride n’ Glide bus service for FREE all season! The
Ride n’ Glide route runs between Ketchum and Galena Lodge, with stops at SNRA
Headquarters, Baker Creek Road, Prairie Creek Trailhead, and Galena Lodge.
The route is offered on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays from January 8 until February
28. For a full schedule, visit mountainrides.org.
Please note that face masks are required on the bus and dogs are not allowed. Each
bus has a limited capacity of 15 riders, so we recommend planning to ski back to
your vehicle or having an alternate plan for transport in case the bus is full.

PARKING ETTIQUETTE

OPEN MAP

Please be mindful in the parking lot as well as on the trails. Park tightly to allow for the maximum number of vehicles in each
lot, and park big vehicles, like vans and trucks, on the edges.
Keep your plans flexible in case your desired parking lot is full—we have over 200 kilometers of trails to explore this winter!

TRAIL SPOTLIGHT:
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QUIGLEY MAIN LOOP
Quigley Nordic’s Main Loop is the ideal place
to squeeze a long glide into a busy day. This
6.4-kilometer route is just minutes from downtown
Hailey, but quickly leaves the world behind as it winds
past Quigley Pond and through the canyons.
Length: 6.4 kilometers
Difficulty: Easier
Groom: Skate & Classic
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